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Tom Durkin: Jan. 6, a day of infamy

Two-thirds of all Americans believe our democracy is in crisis, and I am one of those Americans.

The insurrection/riot at the Capitol Jan. 6, 2021, was surely a day of infamy, ranking with Pearl Harbor and 9/11. Not as many people

died this time, but no enemy has struck closer to home or shaken America’s faith in itself more deeply.

Pearl Harbor and 9/11 united us. Jan. 6 divided us.

Until last year, I thought the worst crisis in America in my lifetime was the Vietnam War era with its antiwar and civil rights protests,

riots and bombings. I thought the country was going to split apart, and I was wondering which side I would choose.

I was scared for my county then, but I’m more scared for it now. Back then, nobody claimed Kent State didn’t happen or Nixon wasn’t

our real president.

The University of Chicago Project on Security and Threats has found that 21 million Americans believe the “political violence” of Jan. 6

was justi�ed.

REPUBLICANS ARE AT RISK
According to an Ipsos/NPR poll released Monday, 64% of Americans believe U.S. democracy is “in crisis and at risk of failing.” Among

Republicans, about 80% believe democracy is more at risk now than a year ago.

It’s a bitter and counterintuitive irony that the Republicans who fear democracy is at risk are the very people who are putting

democracy at risk.

The poll revealed that two-thirds of Republican respondents believe “The Big Lie” that voter fraud helped Joe Biden win the 2020

election.

“Although there were no instances of widespread fraud in either absentee ballots or early voting, Republicans … have pursued

reforms as if there were,” stated a report from the Brookings Institution. The report noted 19 states have passed laws making it harder

to vote.

In other words, 19 states with Republican-dominated legislatures and governors are putting democracy at risk.

Claims these voter restrictions are to prevent voter fraud in the future are cynically disingenuous because, “Often these states

garnered headlines for their sheer pettiness and racism,” the Brookings report said.

NOBODY LIED
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KVMR was a storm casualty, and my Smarter Broadband cable was taken out by a tree, so I tuned into KNCO for the news. Good job

people. Thank you for being there for us.

The morning programming was good, but the afternoon programming was hard to take. I was willing to listen to conservative

opinions, but not disinformation and slander.

Giggling like drunken frat boys, Markley, Van Camp and Robbins derisively claimed Dr. Fauci and the CDC “lied” because they said we

didn’t have to wear masks last summer and now they say we have to again. That’s about as rational as saying a sportscaster lied

because 45 minutes ago, they said your team was winning but now they say your team is losing.

To say the medical and public health experts lied is undeserved calumny. Dr. Fauci — and our local public health of�cials — speak the

truth of the moment, just as sportscasters do.

Nobody lied. The coronavirus is a moving target. Public health strategy is moving with it, trying to stay ahead of it.

Say they were wrong or stupid or misinformed, but don’t impugn their character. These are good people, dedicated public servants.

They must be dedicated to put up with the abuse and intimidation they are subjected to daily for the thankless job of keeping us safe

in the face of barefaced resistance.

LOCAL LIARS
Recently, I had a chance to speak with Gregory Diaz, Nevada County’s registrar of voters. He con�rmed what I experienced working

in the Placer County elections division. From here to Georgia, elections of�ces are committed with an almost religious zeal to fair and

honest elections.

Diaz also told me how bad actors have been calling people up to falsely tell them their votes weren’t counted when in fact their votes

were counted. Understandably angry people have excoriated and threatened his staff, the people who are faithfully protecting

democracy itself.

Diaz stared at his hands and shook his head, visibly distressed. “It’s not right! It’s not right!” He kept saying that.

RINOS AND PINOS
Things are not looking good for America. Most Americans of all political beliefs believe we are in crisis although we can’t even agree

on what the crisis is, according to the Ipsos/NPR poll. That’s scary.

I don’t know who scares me more. The people who lie or the people who believe them. The Republicans-in-name-only and patriots-

in-name-only are in the process of destroying our democracy in the insane belief they are saving it.

Will history look back on Jan. 6, 2021, as the day democracy died in America?

Tom Durkin is a freelance writer, editor and photographer in Nevada County and a member of The Union Editorial Board. He may be
contacted at tjdurkin3@gmail.com

Support Local Journalism
Readers around Grass Valley and Nevada County make The Union’s work possible. Your �nancial contribution supports our

efforts to deliver quality, locally relevant journalism.

Now more than ever, your support is critical to help us keep our community informed about the evolving coronavirus

pandemic and the impact it is having locally. Every contribution, however large or small, will make a difference.

Your donation will help us continue to cover COVID-19 and our other vital local news.
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We need to take divided out of DSA and return united this can't happen until perps are held accountable for Jan 6, there is enough evidence to bring
the ring leaders to trial, the GOP who signed on to cancel democracy needs to be held accountable

Ned Wilson 1 DAY AGO

REPLY 3 REPLIES  3  0

Rings of Sedition to me, Kristo using semantics to cancel democracy the coup continues. I do not believe my relatives imagined places with

approx 1 60th of California to run ramrod on all.

Ned Wilson
Reply to Kristopher Finstad

14 HRS AGO

REPLY 1 REPLY  0  0

https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/constitution-transcript

Ned, a concluding article to the U.S. Constitution, IV, Section 4. guarantees to the Union a Republican form of government. The Holy Bible

translated to english before banned throughout England contained two Old Testament books: Maccabees I & II. These books relate a history of

Jews within Alexander The Greats' Empire after he ruled it. Jews were nearly annihilated. They formed alliances. Romans were good fighters.
They joined forces.

Aristotle, who was a tutor to Alexander The Great, along with other philosophers argued for/against democracy; however, governance among

Jews historically is elaborated by numerous scriptures throughout the Holy Bible. Our Founding Fathers were members of The Church of
England, and subject to its governance as Colonists. However, The governance of The Church of England before its schism, was structured by

the government of the Latin Church of The Holy Roman Empire.

George Washington and Thomas Jefferson were Anglicans; although, Thomas Jefferson jilted by whom became his best-friend's wife spiraled
chaotically near to Atheism through Deism; still, freedoms obtained through Revolution liberated the once oppressed press to print a Holy Bible

George Washington to the betrayal of The Church of England, held in sympathy.

Yes, it rings of sedition. That is a history of each Republic such as California by way of a guarantee to be upheld by oath, Article VI.. Please read
Maccabees I & II.

As to a coup, the word "insurrection" provided by Tom Durkin is misleading. There has not been a charge of treason against those Americans,

whom demanded just governance from the 117th Congress, only violent crimes among the worst, related to persons and restricted properties.
It was a riot.

Kristopher Finstad
Reply to Ned Wilson

10 HRS AGO

REPLY  0  0

KF

January 6th is a violent insurrection. Along a line of violent escalation, it is not a riotous insurrection but guerilla warfare; although, I see now the
sense, that attention and potential influence to policy obtained: positions Donald Trump as de facto president of a parallel government, with one
reconnaissance mission accomplished to the forced understanding of sequential military and civilian movements for Insurrectionists, whom
believe: Donald Trump is President of the United States. The comparison to those days of infamy, criminally evil events, 9/11 and Pearl Harbor is
relevant as an act of war. I do not know: I am wrong to write categorically but hypotheticals seem irrelevant.

Kristopher Finstad 3 DAYS AGO
KF

Join the conversation, Tom Durkin SIGN OUT
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SHOW OLDER REPLIES
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REPLY 9 REPLIES  1  2

I'm not following. It sounds like your position is that Nancy Pelosi is somehow responsible for the insurrection, and that since you're a

Republican you have no use for democracy because its root word is synonymous with your rival party. And here I thought I was engaged in
intelligent conversation.

M Jensen
Reply to Kristopher Finstad

1 DAY AGO

REPLY 1 REPLY  2  0

MJ

Congress has a Constitutional responsibility to suppress insurrections from Article I Section 8. Nancy Pelosi by rules of the House, 116th

Congress, was responsible for territory of The House. J6 was an event with a known date to occur prior to J6, similar to Pearl Harbor and 9/11.

There were no known interventions to prevent two of those acts of war, 9/11 and Pearl Harbor. There was no known intervention to prevent--to
suppress--J6. Speaker of the House, Nancy Pelosi, had a responsibility to suppress insurrection to territory directly under her authority. She

failed to suppress an insurrection on her territory.

The U.S. Constitution gaurantees to each Republic, such as California, a Republican form of government. Democracy is something Aristotle and
other Greek philosophers argued against or for; however, The Founding Fathers were familiar with church governments, such as that belonging

to The Church of England, that had through schism, separated from another church government, the Latin Church, which the Holy Bible

expresses both in The NewcTestament, and Old Testament, such as The Apocalypse and Maccabees I & II and numerous scriptures about
governance, before Alexander The Great. The Founding Fathers established their government on the basis of the churches, that they attended,

and the freedoms, that they sought from what King James had suppressed throughout England, the Holy Bible not authorized by King James
but translated into English in Douay & Reims.

You are engaged in intelligent conversation and thank you, for it.

Kristopher Finstad
Reply to M Jensen

1 DAY AGO

REPLY  0  1

KF

I do not know, that Tom Durkin chose sides during The Viet Nam Era but sides are drawn between traditional families; discriminatory immigration
and social policies, a liberal culture populated predominately by liberal celebrities, and economics, politics and a shrinking middle-class to favor
Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google and Twitter--the liberal Wealth Coast--not rural agricultural Americans feeling like strangers in their native land
but Tom Durkin commented, that Ipsos interpreted: "Most Americans of all political beliefs believe we are in a crisis although we can't even agree
on what the crisis is ... ", while saying, "It's a bitter and counterintuitive irony that the Republicans who fear democracy is at risk are the very people
who are putting democracy at risk.". Risks increasing: Democrats, Independents and Republicans disapprove of violent means to solve problems.

Let's assume: government agents opposed to Donald Trump carried out the events of January 6th.

What is certain about the electoral college, without consideration for disagreement, a President must be chosen. Although, hours passed due to a
violent interruption: Nancy Pelosi resumed an official proceeding through a night. Whatever misgivings we have to trust governments, local, state
and federal--history will move forward through decisions, such as what Nancy Pelosi gave to a joint congress.

Kristopher Finstad 4 DAYS AGO

REPLY 5 REPLIES  1  5

KF

No we'd have an illegitimate president and chaos would ensue. You really think the 81M that voted for Biden wouldn't take exception to a rigged
outcome? And do you really care that little for freedom and justice to adopt such a cavalier attitude about massive corruption at the highest

levels? Wow.

M Jensen
Reply to Gregory

1 DAY AGO

REPLY 1 REPLY  0  0

MJ

So much hyperbole, so little time.

Keep piling on the mail in ballot rules and other rules that mostly make it easier to cheat, and there will be a time when it will again be thrown to
the House. That is the Constitutional method to settle a controversial election.

Gregory
Reply to M Jensen

22 HRS AGO

REPLY  0  1
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SHOW OLDER REPLIES

Elaine Kamarack, a Senior Fellow of the Brookings Institution and Founding Director for Effective Public Management, criticized more than eleven
states with restrictive voting laws: "Often these states garnered headlines for their sheer pettiness and racism, ... "; however, the political effect
these laws are to seats available for transition are in two Democratic leaning states, Arizona and Georgia, with four seats available in AZ and 3 in
GA. These two states might have increased racial tensions attributed to heterogenous populations. Georgia's population is 52% white alone neither
Hispanic nor Latino and Arizona is 54.1% white alone neither Hispanic nor Latino (U.S. Census Bureau).

She also mentioned: " ... population growth ... tends to be in Democratic areas. ... ", which forces a challenge to viewing statistics, that populations
equivalent to Orlando, FL, only migrate politically from Democratic to Democratic Industrialized locations.

It may be important to recognize, that Tom Durkin chose sides during The Viet Nam Era as neighborhoods of Alexandria, VA, looked like war zones
during civil strife and the improvements through the violence perpetrated benefited his side--a side feeling threatened as populations migrate to
effect voting populations--where transitions of power changed through civil rights.

Carrying forward antagonistic class differences and race differences sets January 6th apart not from racial slurs but from the civil strife of The Viet
Nam Era.

Kristopher Finstad 4 DAYS AGO

REPLY 2 REPLIES  1  6

KF

AZ and GA once reliably red have changing demographics, exactly why their Republican legislators are trying to subvert voting rights. One
would think a Senior Fellow of the Brookings Institution and Founding Director for Effective Public Management could figure that out.

M Jensen
Reply to Kristopher Finstad

1 DAY AGO

REPLY 1 REPLY  1  0

MJ

She did and she wrote about it, and what the similarities or differences are to each county and state, as a matter of what Republicans or

Democrats sought through policy changes, absentee ballots or periods of time to file absentee ballots, effect a change of seats available in a

more pronounced manner, where they are available not where Republicans have more dominance or Democrats have more dominance.

Kristopher Finstad
Reply to M Jensen

1 DAY AGO

REPLY  0  0

KF

An answer to consider further when reading Tom Durkin's question: "Will history look back on Jan. 6, 2021, as the day history died in America?"; Yes,
it will look at January 6th, 2021, as the day democracy died not in America but on the floor of Nancy Pelosi's territory, where congressional
members--their family members seated in the gallery--convicted over 700 U.S. citizens for entering a restricted area to the disruption of an official
public proceeding, again to which only they and their families had access: access to the public denied--arguably an unlawful restriction. It should be
understood: predictable behaviors were sought to be understood during World War II from perspectives psychological, which might determine the
outcome of World War II in The European Theater. A conclusion reached: Hitler angered further through an obstruction to hus overall objective
would bring him down. Public access to an official public proceeding may have frustrated entrance to the official public proceeding, which violence
then followed. There is a slam to democracy possibly more easily understood through entrance to a law library to access public law, then restricted
against those to whom laws are applied. Restricted access to the 117th 1st Session Joint Congress may have been unlawful.

Kristopher Finstad 4 DAYS AGO

REPLY  2  8

KF

After the attack, and before cowardice once more raised its ugly head:

"If this election were overturned by mere allegations from the losing side, our democracy would enter a death spiral." - Mitch McConnell

"The president bears responsibility for Wednesday's attack on Congress by mob rioters." - Kevin McCarthy

"All I can say is, enough is enough, count me out" - Lindsey Graham

M Jensen 4 DAYS AGO

REPLY  8  2

MJ

I do not think 2071 will be a year, that North American students will say, "Democracy died in America, Jan. 6th, 2021 and we know this is the right
answer.". I think, that they will see, 9 Thermidor, year II 1794 July 27 and the fall of Maximillian Robespierre, whom Democrats sought to resurrect
unsuccessfully.

Kristopher Finstad 5 DAYS AGO

REPLY 3 REPLIES  1  7

KF
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Perhaps not. They might call it the day they tried to kill democracy.

M Jensen

Reply to Kristopher Finstad

5 DAYS AGO

REPLY  4  2

MJ

Seamus Hughs of Georgetown University spoke of Jenna Ryan, as being similar to 700 arrested: "She's interesting because she's not
interesting."; she pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor: illegally crossing onto Federal property. She hadn't noticed the barricades but Seamus

typified 700 as characterized by her, "Going down a rabbit-hole". Within one year an editorial board member, Tom Durkin, poses a question

relevant to at least 700 misdemeanors--most of whom had no intention to illegally enter a restricted area: Did democracy in America die on
January 6th, 2021?--the overly dramatic question exploits the ignorance or the arrogance of his readers, while he massages them with

platitudes toward humanity rather than acknowledging justice.

https://www.today.com/video/capitol-rioter-jenna-ryan-speaks-out-before-federal-prison-sentence-130169413928

Kristopher Finstad
Reply to Kristopher Finstad

4 DAYS AGO

REPLY  2  5

KF

So, everyone was fine with Mr. Durkins use of “a day of infamy?” Comparing January 6 with what happened at Pearl Harbor AND September 11? Do
I agree with what happened January 6th, of course not, but to use “a day of infamy” to describe January 6th, no! President Roosevelt used that
phrase to describe the attack on Pearl Harbor, and it became synonymous with Pearl Harbor. To use it to describe a riot/insurrection is wrong.

M Johanson 5 DAYS AGO

REPLY 23 REPLIES  5  6

MJ

Tell that to Trump’s fake electors who forged documents in at least five states trying to scam election results. When Democrats do anything

close you can complain, until then you have scant room to talk.

M Jensen
Reply to Gregory

1 DAY AGO

REPLY  1  0

MJ

I know you are but what am I.

M Jensen
Reply to Gregory

1 DAY AGO

REPLY  0  0

MJ

Reports are that many of the Capitol attackers were from blue and purple states. Sounds odd but makes sense that Republicans living in states
where they're a minority would feel more threatened by their perceived lack of entitlement.

Of course elected Republicans, or those wishing to be elected Republicans, are making hay of this senseless and incessant foot stomping. After
watching Ted Cruz pathetically try to walk back his statement calling the Capitol attackers terrorists, and they are the very definition of domestic
terrorists, one commentator said, "The limits of shame are being tested."

Unfortunately for those of a certain political ilk, shame evidently has no limits.

M Jensen 5 DAYS AGO

REPLY 10 REPLIES  7  4

MJ

Democracy has sounded more important to you than what is gauranteed to Americans.

Russians damaged Democratic National Committee computer systems.

Sunnyvale's high-end security systems tanked from near a hundred dollars per share to one dollar per share after Joe Biden took offense to
whatever obligations the U.S. Attorney General has through Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties. President Biden seems to keep Ukraine from

thriving independence between himself and President Putin. None of this looks helpful as what you refer to as a sound defeat with so many

races too close to call and three recounts in one critical state.

Kristopher Finstad
Reply to M Jensen

1 DAY AGOKF
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You refer to cheating from a sound defeat of elections, argued to be unsurpassed in integrity.

Let me provide you with a few triggers: ORANGE TRUMP REPUBLICAN RUSSIAN-UKRAINIAN AMERICANS YOUR NEIGHBORS VOTE.

The big lies are not even mentioned in any of the sources provided by Tom Durkin but Donald Trump is referred to for his concerns toward
numerous voting technology advances, that needed attention for security and election integrity.

Conspiracy theories allow an understanding of power influenced by economic and political forces, which across the past 100 years have

explained patterns witnessed in UKR, this past decade, and across the states with the murder of George Floyd. Ill information as disinformation
and misinformation is prominent across media outlets as a consequent of conspiracy. Media giants throughout Asia have been collapsing, as

China crises propagate partisian rhetoric. Australians are concentrated in camps, influenced by Chinese ownership. The reliability of conspiracy

theories is interesting to consider. I will provide you with more triggers: RED SCARE COMINTERN RED BOOK MAO MAO MAO RED SICKLE
HAMMER STAR RED CULTURE REVOLUTION.

REPLY 1 REPLY  0  0

This current brand of Republican conspiracy theories allow for cannabilistic pedophiles who run child sex trafficking rings out of pizza parlor

basements that have no basements.

Let me provide you with a couple of triggers. FAIR ELECTION TRUMP LOST. 

M Jensen
Reply to Kristopher Finstad

1 DAY AGO

EDITED

REPLY  1  0

MJ

Cyber Ninjas are shutting down over their weak, failed Arizona audit that found more votes for Biden than for Trump. The Trump lie machine is
crashing down around his ears.

Less Izmore 6 DAYS AGO

REPLY 9 REPLIES  10  2

LI

They have to shut down since a judge decided to fine them $50k a day until they produce court ordered documentation concerning their fraudit.

M Jensen
Reply to Less Izmore

5 DAYS AGO

REPLY 1 REPLY  4  1

MJ

Fraudit :)

Less Izmore
Reply to M Jensen

5 DAYS AGO

REPLY  1  0

LI
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